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We are traveling more. We are prioritising experiences over material things. And while
tourism can contribute to global economies in a positive way, the tourists themselves
can leave negative traces. A simple holiday can cause significant damage with the
wrong unconscious travellers.
On a recent trip to Malta, I started thinking about ways we can all make a difference
in the global community whenever and wherever we travel.
For me, visiting new cities gives me the absolute best feeling in the world. This issue of
being kind to communities and the planet as a tourist is important because the thought
of leaving a place worse than I found it makes me incredibly sad.
Sometimes when people travel to a new country, they forget that their vacation is
temporary, but the locals and the environment around them are permanent, and they
often live with the aftermath of the poor choices left behind by tourists.
You might know these sayings:
https://roundtheﬁre.com/ﬁrstdraftblog/travel-kind
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“Leave a place cleaner than you found it.”
and
“Leave only footprints, take only pictures.”
I want to show what that looks like when applied to modern day travel.
While eco-tourism is starting to become more widespread, it isn’t everywhere and
when it is available, it can be costly. Until there are more eco-friendly options
available, here are some things to consider on your next trip to lessen your impact:

Reduce Waste
First up is the trusty old reusable water-bottle. It’s almost 2020 so if you don’t own
one, you should put that at the top of your Christmas list ASAP (some fun suggestions
here!). Not only does carrying one while traveling reduce your use of plastic, it also
saves you money! Fill up on clean drinking water when you can and avoid buying
plastic water bottles.
Next, treat any hotel or accommodation as you would your own home. If you wouldn’t
https://roundtheﬁre.com/ﬁrstdraftblog/travel-kind
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Next, treat any hotel or accommodation as you would your own home. If you wouldn t
use a different towel for each shower at home, don’t do it when you travel. Be
generally conscious with things like turning the lights and TV off when you leave the
room and don’t leave devices charging for too long when you leave. The normal rules
of home conservation apply while traveling as well, like taking short showers; some
countries have a smaller supply of fresh water than others and being mindful of this
should be important to every tourist arriving there.
Look into your own personal style of traveling and notice where you’re generating the
most trash. For me, it’s plastic bags and Q-tips so I find ways to repurpose or reduce
my consumption. Try and eliminate unnecessary waste whenever you can. Download
your boarding pass to your phone so you can say no to a printed one at the airport.
Save the plastic bags you accumulate to use for dirty clothes or as a protective
covering for your electronics. When you can’t re-use items, dispose of them
responsibly. If it’s recyclable, look at local methods. In Switzerland for example, they
have several classifications for recyclables depending on what something is made of.
Put things in the proper category to travel like a considerate local.

In Transit
https://roundtheﬁre.com/ﬁrstdraftblog/travel-kind
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Regarding your actual methods of transport, you can change your habits to suit a more
sustainable travel style.
Take a train or bus over a flight when possible. I know it can be tempting to grab a
cheap flight within Europe over train travel, but it’s not very eco-friendly. Bus
companies like Flixbus also have tons of cheap options and are great examples of
alternative travel.
Even though there are spinoffs of Uber popping up all over the world, try and opt for
public transport instead. You’ll lessen your carbon footprint and get to know and see
more of a country that way anyway. Or at the very least you can use the local version
of Uber (if available), to support the local economy.
If you do choose to fly, try and select a flight that’s fully booked. Additionally, pack
your bag meaningfully. When you fly, every kilo counts as the weight of the plane will
determine how much carbon is emitted. Remember to also fly nonstop when and if you
can because the more you take off and land, the more fuel is used. EasyJet has
committed to offsetting its carbon footprint, making it the first carbon neutral airline plus they will tell you which flight route consumes less.

The invisible impacts
https://roundtheﬁre.com/ﬁrstdraftblog/travel-kind
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Besides the impacts you can tangibly see, there’s other traces you can leave or ways
you can stand out in the wrong way. No one wants to be the loud group of tourists
that’s screaming about getting the perfect Boomerang of champagne clinks in front of
the Eiffel tower. Or the one from across the restaurant you can hear trying to order
“proper fish and chips”.
Being respectful of customs and cultures no matter where you go is important. I try to
be mindful of that always. The reason you went on vacation in the first place was to
escape your own country’s way of life and experience something new right?
Utilising tools like Duolingo or Google Translate’s offline dictionaries can make the
difference between a tourist and local experience. Even if you butcher a word or two,

the locals around you will appreciate your effort to blend in. Try new foods, take a
local’s recommendations on local attractions, and observe new customs.
Take as many photos as you’d like but don’t disturb others around you in the process. I
usually try to disconnect when I travel (in most cases you have to, as you’re relying
solely on a wifi connection). Snapchat and Instagram can wait, trust me.

https://roundtheﬁre.com/ﬁrstdraftblog/travel-kind
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Takeaways
Ok so those are some of my tips to get you thinking about how you can impact local
tourist spots for the better.
What can you glean from my personal view on traveling?
I travel quite a bit internationally and am so grateful to see the things I’m able to.
However, I sometimes forget that my choice to travel can have negative impacts on the
planet, local communities, and a sustainable future. So, I’ve tried to make my traveling
more calculated. By taking mass public transport when I can, conserving water,
volunteering with local organisations, and writing about the places and cultures I
encounter, I hope to make a small impact. I hope these add up and get me closer to
being more conscious on every trip.
Even when you can’t reduce your carbon footprint, you CAN reduce the effect you
have on communities you visit and that is the most important part.

Read more from Nina on her website or follow the FIRE network on Twitter to be
updated each time an article is published.

https://roundtheﬁre.com/ﬁrstdraftblog/travel-kind
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